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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

PRODUCT DETAILS:

FOR116 THERMASHIELD X-LITE WITH POUCH

Our lightest, leanest, ThermaShield when packed size and weight are critical.  Possessing the same coverage as our most robust FOR78 ThermaShield, but 
with a 70% reduction in weight and over 70% reduction in cost, the X-Lite earns its place in your pack or vehicle by taking up only 1.8l of space but 
providing over 56sqft (5.2 sqm) of protection from the elements.

If you spend time in the back country, this is essential kit.

ThermaShield Dimensions: 112” L x 72” W, (285cm L x 183 cm W)

Packed Dimensions:10” L x 5” W x 2” D, (25.4 cm L x 12.7 cm W x 5 cm D))

Total Weight: 1.5 lbs., (.68kg)

Colors available: Coyote on one side Silver (aluminum) Reflectech® on the other

Pouch Capacity: 109 cubic inches (1.8 liters)



PRODUCT FEATURES:

PRODUCT SPECS:

For more information on this product visit: 

Contact Frank Arellanes for group purchasing information at: frank@forceprotector.com (c) 818-403-9464

✓ FPG DesertCloth®

✓ FPG Reflectec®

✓ FPG SmartClips

✓ Military Grade Snaps, Hook and Loop, and Thread

http://bit.ly/2PnQg4a

✓ Its light weight is perfect for when conditions on your adventure change in 
an instant or on a family camping trip around the fire.

✓ Lives by the ThermaShield family tenants which are: Keep you warm when 
it’s cold. Cool when it’s hot. Dry when it’s wet.

✓ The X-Lite’s heat reflecting capability makes chilly sporting events nice and 
cozy in the stands.

✓ Make a shelter at the beach or protect your family in emergencies, both 
winter and summer.

✓ Makes great stand-alone shelter when camping or to reduce the 
temperature in your tent.

✓ Perfect for “What-if” situations fitting under your seat until you need it.

✓ 8x Gromolon anchoring points, 4x patented SmartClips for no-knot fixing.

✓ 8x double sided MILSPEC snaps for attachment to multiple blankets

✓ 100% UV blocking, Wind proof, Highly water resistant

✓ Effective treatment for shock during the Golden Hour of transport

✓ Reduces cold injuries and reduces heat injuries

✓ Stand-alone shelter/shade, vehicle-based shelter/shade

✓ Modular; Blankets can be snapped together making shelter size as needed.

✓ Berry Amendment Compliant, Lifetime Manufacturer's Warranty
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